
5. Going clockwise from the judge each player tells their story of how the date went wrong 
    and which person they think got ghosted after it. 
6. The judge decides which player’s story is the best. That player is rewarded +3 points. 
    Then that player will reveal their First Impression Token and any other players that 
    match that token gain +1 point. 
 Example: The judge decides that player 3’s story about how the Lumberjack being so grossed 
 out by the Head Lice Assistant chewing their hair screams “stop” there by scaring the birds and 
 making them seem loud and talkative. When really they can’t stand watching hair that might be 
 infected with lice get chewed on. So any player that chose Person 1 on their First Impression 
 Tokens will get a point as well.

1. Hand each player a set of First Impression Tokens that say “person 1” 
    and “person 2” on them.

Ghosted
Have you ever gone on a date and thought you had a good time? Then tried to call for a second one 
but the person seemed to drop off the face of the earth? I’m sorry to say, you’ve been ghosted! In this 
party game we will learn who was ghosted and why through storytelling!

Components

2 – People tokens
12 – First Impression tokens
100 – Job Cards
100 – Quirk Cards
70 – Date Cards
30 – Point Tokens
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2. Shuffle the Job, Quirk and Date Cards into their own three separate 
    decks.
3. Put out the People Tokens with space to play 2 cards under them. 

Playing the Game

1. Whoever was most recently 
    ghosted or stood up will be the first 
    judge. 
2. The judge will place a Job Card 
    and a Quirk Card from the decks 
    under each Person Token to make 
    up the different people that went on 
    the date.
3. The judge draws 3 Date Cards and 
    picks one to place in front of the 
    other players.

4. Players will secretly play one of their First Impression Tokens face 
    down in front of them. This token represents who you think got 
    ghosted from just looking at the cards in front of you.
 Example: Person 1 is a Head Lice Assistant who chews their hair. 
 Person 2 is a Lumberjack that talks too loud. Their date is going bird 
 watching. I think the Lumberjack would be so loud they would scare 
 the birds away so the Head Lice Assistant wouldn’t want a second 
 date. If that’s the case I would choose the Person 2 First Impression 
 Token to be placed face down.
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7. Pass out the appropriate point tokens.
8. Switch judges and reset the cards by adding two new jobs and quirks.    
    Then have the judge choose a date card and continue playing!

The End

The game ends after two rounds, when every player has had two turns as judge. For a longer game 
add more rounds! Just make sure everyone has an equal amount of turns.

Winning 

The player with the most points at the end of the two rounds is the winner. If there is a tie, the two 
players will both compete to tell a story for a new set of cards. All the other players will vote on their 
favorite story and that person wins!
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